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Abstract
A computational analysis was performed on the reaction between tetrahydropyran 
(THP) and atomic bromine in order to gain a better understanding of the energetics of the 
addition-elimination mechanism as compared to similar chemical reactions. Prior to the 
reaction energetics study, a separate analysis was performed on substituted 
tetrahydropyran derivatives in order to optimize the computational methods being used, 
to understand the extent of the anomeric effect in tetrahydropyran, and to understand 
solvent contributions to the energies of the tetrahydropyran derivatives. Trial calculations 
were performed using Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, Density Functional theory (DFT), and 
second-order Mpller-Plesset perturbation (MP2) theory, and it was found that Density 
Functional theory including Hartree-Fock exchange through the B3LYP hybrid density 
functional consistently yielded the best results for any given basis set used. It was 
determined that all calculations would be performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of 
theory. A literature search yielded a similar computational analysis of the reaction 
between 1,4-dioxane and atomic bromine. Using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ combination 
corrected for dispersion, geometry optimizations and transition state calculations verified 
by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were performed to construct two 
"dioxane-like" reaction profiles for the reaction between THP and bromine. It was found 
that the free energies of activation were very similar for these two pathways, at AG* =
9.01 kcal/mol, and AG\ = 9.64 kcal/mol. In 1,4-dioxane, the respective activation 
energies are A6*ioxane(1) = 10.88 kcal/mol and AG*ioxane{2) = 11.26 kcal/mol. 
Experimental data shows that the temperature-dependent rate constant for the THP + Br 
reaction is 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than the rate constant of the 1,4-dioxane + Br
reaction, so the calculated activation energies are sensible, but need to be verified at a 
higher level of theory and determined for temperatures other than 298 K. An extended 
potential energy surface (PES) search resulted in a third viable energetic pathway which 
has not been studied for 1,4-dioxane. It was determined that this pathway is more 
energetically favorable than the two dioxane-like pathways with A = 8.15 kcal/mol. 
AGrXn = 5-68 kcal/mol for all three pathways, since the reactants and products were held
constant.
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Introduction
Atmospheric reactions involving volatile organic compounds, molecular oxygen, 
ozone, and reactive free radicals are very important to understanding the chemistry of the 
Earth’s atmosphere. The ozone layer is a vital component of Earth s atmosphere, which 
shields the lower atmosphere from harmful UV radiation. As UV radiation strikes a 
molecule of ozone, the ozone molecule is split into molecular oxygen and an oxygen 
radical, which in turn regenerate ozone.1 There are numerous atmospheric factors which 
interrupt this cycle. Oxygen is a scavenger of free radicals,1 so any oxygen that is used up 
in reactions with free radicals does not contribute to ozone regeneration. Another factor 
which contributes to ozone degradation, which is also the topic of this thesis, is the 
reaction between volatile organic compounds and free radicals. Common free radicals
9
which populate the Earth’s atmosphere include *OH, *NO, ‘NCb, *C1, and *Br.~
The reaction between tetrahydropyran, a volatile organic compound found in the 
Earth’s atmosphere, and atomic bromine (-Br) is examined in this thesis. There is 
experimental evidence that shows the reaction of the two aforementioned chemical 
species results in a reactive tetrahydropyranyl radical, evidenced by the formation of HBr 
when the reaction is isolated under inert gas.3,4 However, experimental studies performed 
with these gaseous reactants do not yield any structural or mechanistic information. 
Computational chemistry is employed to understand this reaction on a molecular level. 
Using computational chemistry, the energetics of the reaction between tetrahydropyran 
and atomic bromine can be investigated, and probable reaction profiles can be created.
An enhanced understanding of the reaction between tetrahydropyran and atomic bromine 
can yield important mechanistic information regarding the reactions of other cyclic ethers
1
and free radicals, since there is limited mechanistic information in the chemical literature 
regarding the reactions of volatile cyclic ethers.
In this thesis, I discuss a comprehensive computational analysis of the anomeric 
effect as exhibited in tetrahydropyran and some of its selected derivatives. In addition, I 
use the information acquired from the study of the anomeric effect in tetrahydropyran to 
elucidate various reaction mechanisms of tetrahydropyran with atomic bromine. Quantum 
chemical methods are used and optimized for the system of interest throughout this 
thesis. The use of quantum chemical calculations for similar chemical systems has been a 
topic of several recent studies and reviews.4’5 In modern times, theoretical analyses are 
trivial to perform due to advances in both modern hardware and quantum chemical 
methods.
In chapter 1,1 discuss the fundamentals of quantum mechanics that are necessary 
to understand the basics of modern computational chemistry. The aim of this chapter is 
not to give a full-fledged discussion of Hartree-Fock theory and Density Functional 
Theory, but to simply introduce the methods and to explain the main differences between 
the two methods. Chapter 1 begins with introducing the Schrôdinger equation and 
explaining that it is the main objective of computational chemistry to derive numerical 
solutions of the Schrôdinger equation for many-electron systems. Important 
approximations, such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the mean field 
approximation, are introduced in order to present the need to simplify the many-electron 
Schrôdinger equation as much as realistically possible. Hartree-Fock theory is then 
introduced as a popular ab initio electronic structure method that still finds extended use 
today. After the fundamentals of Hartree-Fock theory are discussed, Density Functional
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Theory is introduced as a less computationally expensive alternative to Hartree-Fock 
theory. It is explained that the fundamentals of Density Functional Theory are born from 
the nature of electron density, or the electron probability density, in a molecule. The use 
of Density Functional Theory, namely the B3LYP hybrid density functional, is 
ubiquitous in the chemical literature and is commonly used to support experimental 
findings.
Chapter 2 discusses the method and basis set optimization that was performed 
prior to investigating the titular research problem in chapter 3. A few trial molecules 
similar to the chemical system of interest were selected for the method optimization 
study. The methods being compared were the Hartree-Fock method, Density Functional 
Theory, and second-order Mpller-Plesset perturbation theory. Basis sets being compared 
include Gaussian-type orbital basis sets with varying implementation of diffuse functions, 
as well as the Dunning correlation-consistent double and triple zeta basis sets. After the 
optimal method/basis set combination was determined, a preliminary study was 
performed on various substituted tetrahydropyrans to study the anomeric effect in the 
chosen molecules and to observe the effects of solvation on these systems. This study 
was also used to determine whether or not the implicit solvent model was capable of 
producing realistic results.
Chapter 3 begins the discussion of modeling the abstraction of hydrogen from 
tetrahydropyran to form a tetrahydropyranyl radical and HBr. The chapter begins with 
background information pertinent to the research topic. Tetrahydropyran and other ethers 
(both cyclic and non-cyclic) are commonly used solvents in manufacturing, and as a 
result, end up being emitted in the atmosphere due to their volatility. Atomic bromine has
3
been proven to catalyze the destruction of ozone (O3) on its own. Furthermore, one 
bromine radical is capable of catalyzing hundreds of reactions which deplete O3 before 
being exhausted. In addition to directly affecting the regeneration of 0 3 in the Earth's 
atmosphere, molecular oxygen (O2) is capable of scavenging other free radicals before 
the 0 2 is able to be used to form O3. The formation of tetrahydropyranyl radicals in the 
Earth's atmosphere is especially relevant in regions where atomic bromine is present in 
high concentrations, such as the marine boundary layer and the Arctic. A literature search 
was performed and similar reactions were studied experimentally and computationally for 
1,4-dioxane, which has a very similar structure to tetrahydropyran. Three viable 
mechanisms for hydrogen abstraction from tetrahydropyran are proposed, two of which 
are based on the data for the same reaction with 1,4-dioxane. The calculations performed 
are discussed and the conclusions from the computational study are presented.
The material in chapter 1 is presented as stand-alone information that is useful for 
understanding the methods employed in chapters 2 and 3. The results from chapter 2 are 
directly applied to the research topic in chapter 3. The solvent-dependence study 
presented at the end of chapter 2 was performed before the computational approach 
outlined in chapter 3 was fully determined. The extent of the role of solvation in 
investigating the abstraction of hydrogen from tetrahydropyran was unknown at the time, 
but the results still provided insight to the model being used. Chapter 3 is the core of this 
thesis, and it is where the data from chapter 2 is tied together to draw conclusions based 
on the calculations performed in both chapters.
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Chapter 1: Fundamentals of Theory
1.1 The Schrodinger Equation
The main objective of computational chemistry is to solve the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation for some given polyatomic system:
= ( I t )
where H is the Hamiltonian operator for total energy, ¥  is the wavefunction for the 
system (the eigenfunction of a given Hamiltonian operator), and E is the energy of the 
system (the resulting eigenvalue/observable of the transform). The wavefunction of a 
chemical system describes the behavior of the system as a function of nuclear and 
electron positions. If the form of T* is known, all physical parameters of the given system 
can be calculated. The Schrodinger equation that includes a generic formulation of ¥  is 
given as follows:
/ ^ ( r , R i?.*.Rm) =  rn. (12)
where the electron coordinates are described by rn and the nuclear coordinates are 
described by Rm-
In order to be a suitable wavefunction, TJ must meet certain criteria. ¥  and its 
derivatives must be continuous and further differentiable everywhere. T* must also be 
finite, single-valued, and square-integrable.
Square-integrability of the wavefunction is a prerequisite for normalization. Since 
T'2 has units of number of electrons per unit volume, x¥ 2 represents a probability density
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(VF represents a probability “amplitude,” a physically meaningless quantity). Assuming 
that the probability of finding an electron anywhere in the given system is unity, the 
following condition is met:
I \y*qi dT = 1 (13)
J —OQ
where 'P* is the complex conjugate of and dr represents the volume being integrated 
over.
In addition to normalization, the condition of orthogonality between two 
wavefunctions must also be met. Two wavefunctions are orthogonal to each other if.
/  dr = 0. ( 14)
J —oc
Orthogonality implies that the two physical states represented by ^  and *P; are mutually 
exclusive.
The conditions of normalization and orthogonality can be combined into one rule, 
aptly defined as orthonormality. Orthonormality is compactly described using the 
piecewise Kronecker delta function:
V i V j  dr
*5! II
« II
C; 1!
(1.5)
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1.2 Kinetic and Potential Energy Operators
The Hamiltonian operator is split up into smaller operators, each of which 
represents some aspect of the kinetic or potential energy of the system. The sum of each 
of the component kinetic and potential energy operators yields the Hamiltonian for that 
system.
Each individual atomic nucleus has its own kinetic energy term to describe its 
three-dimensional motion. The nuclear kinetic energy operator is simply the sum of these 
kinetic energy terms:
where h is the reduced Planck’s constant, MA is the mass of nucleus A, R is the
2coordinate vector of nucleus A, and V2 is the Laplace operator, defined as V — +
d 2xV d 2xV 
d y 2 d z 2
Likewise, each individual electron has its own kinetic energy term. Electrons, 
however, are indistinguishable from one another and have equal mass. It follows that the 
sum of the kinetic energy terms for each electron yields the electronic kinetic energy 
operator:
Telec = —-----  Y  Vr2mdee^  ui=i
(1.7)
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where i denotes each individual electron and r is the coordinate vector of electron i. It is 
worth noting that the only change between electronic kinetic energy terms within the 
operator are the coordinates of each individual electron in three-dimensional space.
Along with the energetic contributions from the motion associated with the 
atomic nuclei and electrons in a chemical system, there are electrostatic contributions to 
the total energy. The electrostatic potential energy of a system depends on the attractive 
potentials between oppositely charged nuclei and electrons (Vne)> internuclear repulsion 
potentials (Vnn), and interelectronic repulsion potentials (Vee). Each of these three 
electrostatic potential energy operators are Coulombic in nature, and therefore, depend on 
the magnitude of positive and negative charges present, as well as the distance between 
them.
■> = __ L r v _ i L _  (i.8)
Hê 4?rc0 IR4 ”  ft]
A = l  t = l  *
V(2 W  ZaZ h (1.9)
4tTC0 “  j“  IR4 — Rb I
VfiC i - y yl~f0 *
(1 10)
With all kinetic energies of motion and potential energies of Coulombic attraction and 
repulsion defined, the Hamiltonian can be written as follows:
h2 ^  1 
H ~  ~  9 2i* V o ----------2 f - i  Ma a.4== 1
E —2
4?T€(¿=1
+
ZAZB e+
4îr<r» fc î bZ a 'R l -  R« t=l j>i
A—l *=1 
1
lr,- -  rd
ZA
|R 1 — r.
( 1.11)
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where Za is the atomic number of nucleus A, e is the elementary charge of a single 
electron, and e0 is the permittivity of free space.
1.3 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
It has been shown in the previous two sections that the wavefunction *¥ is an 
eigenfunction of the position of both the atomic nuclei and electrons of a given chemical 
system. The Hamiltonian H is dependent on the position of the nuclei and electrons 
through the gradient of ¥  and the relative distances between nuclei and electrons. 
Simplification of the Hamiltonian is possible by recognizing that an atomic nucleus is 
approximately 2000 times more massive than an electron, and therefore, the movement of 
the nucleus through space can be considered negligible compared to the accompanying 
instantaneous changes in electronic position.
Since the relative nuclear motion is effectively zero, the nuclear kinetic energy 
term (t nuc) can be removed from the Hamiltonian and the nuclear repulsion potential 
term {9nn) remains constant. H is now only dependent on the kinetic energy of the 
electrons and the electrostatic potential energies of attraction and repulsion:
^ e lec  ^  ^
! = i
2m
■Vl - Y  Za + y __ i/ I P _  r J mmmti t r. —
d e c 4 7Tf0 A=1 1^ .4 — ri|
*1" V
j> t
( 1.12)
As a result of the aforementioned simplification of H, T* depends mainly on the 
coordinates of the electrons:
HetecWi(de4 ( ri,...,ri,i5,...rn) = £dec^t(ei«)( r1? -*.rn) (1.13)
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Describing V entirely as a function of the electronic coordinates of the system is known 
as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
1.4 Numerical Solutions to the Schrodinger Equation
The many-body (or N-body, where N > 3) problem is a very common case that 
appears when describing physical systems mathematically. The intrigue of the many- 
body problem is that no analytical solutions exist for many-body systems. Since it is 
mathematically impossible to derive an exact solution for these systems, various 
approximations need to made in order to estimate the exact, or real, solution for 'T via 
numerical methods.
It was shown in the previous section that ¥  can be expressed mainly as a function 
of the electronic coordinates of the chemical system. However, the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation does not even come close to simplifying the system enough to be able to 
solve equation 1.13 analytically. In order to solve equation 1.13, the variational method is 
applied to the system of interest.
The variational theorem simplifies data analysis by proving that the exact energy 
of the system, E0 , serves as the lower bound for the energy computed from a trial 
wavefunction. Therefore, the energy calculated from a trial wavefunction, E, is always 
greater than E0:
f  4> *//4> d r
E \$ \ _  L . --------------------- >  Eq
1 J ~
(1 14)
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where O is the trial wavefunction used to approximate 4*. O can be written as a linear 
combination representing the complete set of exact wavefunctions (although the exact 
eigenfunctions are unknown, they exist):
i= 1
It should be noted that the estimated energy £[<i>] is written as a functional. A 
functional is essentially a function which accepts another function as its argument. In this 
case, the energy calculated from the trial wavefunction is a function of O which is in 
itself a function of its three-dimensional electronic coordinates. The variational method 
finds major usage in the implementation of Hartree-Fock theory.
1.5 Hartree-Fock Theory
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method provides the means to achieve and exact solution 
to an approximate theory. The exact wavefunction is unknown, so a trial wavefunction is 
written as product of N  one-electron wavefunctions Xi (*i)-6 This product of one-electron 
wavefunctions is known as the Slater determinant (Qsd) and must be antisymmetric. 
Antisymmetry acknowledges that electrons are indistinguishable, but the exchange of two 
electrons results in a sign change of the wavefunction. The Slater determinant is 
formulated as follows:
1
&SD 7 ^
X ite l)  X ite l)  *** AJvtei) 
xi(x2) 2^( 2^) • •• x^tei)
X iteiv) \ 2teiv) *** Xn {x n ) (1.16)
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where the columns of the determinant represent the component one-electron 
wavefunctions (orbitals), and the rows of the determinant represent the electron indices. 
The variational method introduced in the previous section can be applied to a Slater 
determinant to optimize the orbitals Xi in order to minimize the computed energy.
Due to the nature of these aforementioned one-electron orbitals, electron 
correlation is not treated properly. As opposed to treating electron-electron repulsion 
instantaneously (electron correlation), the repulsion is treated as a mean field 
approximation so that the force felt by each individual electron is a result of an effective 
field produced by the average positions of the other n — 1 electrons. Replacing electron 
correlation with this mean field approximation is the most central assumption made in HF 
theory. Another approximation used in HF theory is the construction of molecular 
orbitals via the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO):
where is the contribution of atomic orbital X\i to <p. Using LCAO transforms the 
problem into a matrix problem that is easier to handle with computers.
Since instantaneous electron-electron repulsions are replaced by a mean field 
approximation, the potential energy operator given by equation 1.10 is no longer part of 
the Hamiltonian. In this case, the new operator formed via inclusion of the effective field 
is known as the Fock operator (/). The Fock operator takes the form:
(1.17)
( 1.18)
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and the Schrodinger equation for the electronic system as formulated by HF theory now 
has the form:
fdh  =  d<pi (1*19)
Since is dependent on the complete set of wavefunctions </>*, it is imperative
to determine the combination of wavefunctions that result in ^yielding an energetic 
minimum. The variational method (equations 1.14 and 1.15) is applied to determine a set 
of guess wavefunctions for from which V ^^is  calculated. When the potential Vt ^ is 
calculated, a new set of eigenfunctions is guessed in an iterative procedure. The 
algorithm terminates when the eigenfunctions (pt cease to change and successive values 
for t/e //are equal. If (^ sa tis fies  this condition, the field is said to be self-consistent. 
Convergence of the self-consistent field is mandatory for energy calculations, and is not 
specific to HF theory.
1.6 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) focuses on the electron density in a molecule, 
rather than on wavefunctions. Since the electron density in a molecule can be measured 
experimentally by techniques such as X-ray diffraction, DFT provides a more realistic 
and computationally efficient alternative to HF theory. While the electronic wavefunction 
vp is dependent on the coordinates of each atom in the system (3N variables), the total 
electron density, p, is only dependent on the position of the molecule in three- 
dimensional space (3 variables).
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Central to DFT is the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem7, which proves that the exact 
electronic energy of a chemical system can be calculated from the total electron density 
alone:
E[p(t)} = Eelec (1.20)
where the energy E is written as a density functional (p is a functional in itself, which is 
dependent on the coordinate vector r). More specifically, the external potential applied to 
the system due to the presence of atomic nuclei, Vext, is a unique functional of the 
electron density. The unique mapping of p onto Vext, and therefore onto E, proceeds as 
follows:
P »-* Vext ^  H $  i-4 E  (1.21)
In this case, the inclusion of Vext is analogous to the inclusion of Vteff to the Fock 
operator as presented in the previous section. The addition of Vext produces a 
wavefunction of the modified Hamiltonian that has a unique solution.
Although the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proves the existence of a unique density 
functional that satisfies equation 1.20, the composition of said functional is unknown.
The Hohenberg-Kohn functional, F[p(r)], is used to split up each of the contributions to 
the total energy:
classical
F[p(r)] =  7d«[p(r)] +  J[p(r)] +  £.Yc[p(r)} (1-22)
rum—classical
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where 7[p(r)] represents the classical Coulombic repulsion potential between electrons 
and Exc[p(r)] represents the non-classical contributions to the potential energy. 
Exc[p(v^\ is known as the exchange-correlation functional, which has yet to be derived.
As discussed in the previous section, electron correlation is the instantaneous 
response of an electron to a change in position of another electron. Electron exchange 
describes the interaction of electrons with matched spins, and is important when studying 
excited states where electrons are allowed to occupy orbitals higher in energy than the 
ground state system. DFT attempts to treat electron correlation, while HF theory ignores
electron correlation by using single-electron orbitals subject to a mean field 1^  . Since
electron correlation and exchange have no classical counterparts, it is necessary to 
approximate Exc[p(r)] .
Chapter 2: Preliminary Method Optimization
2.1 System of Interest
Figure 2.1: Chair conformation of tetrahydropyran (THP)
Prior to discussing the various mechanisms by which hydrogen is abstracted from 
tetrahydropyran (THP), it is necessary to discuss a preliminary series of calculations that 
was performed in order to find the optimal combination of method and basis set used to 
obtain the best data for the chemical system at hand. In computational chemistry, there is 
always a trade-off between accuracy and time which must be taken into account. The
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main goal of computational chemistry is to achieve the best results possible in a 
reasonable amount of time. All calculations presented in this thesis were performed using 
the Gaussian 09 suite of programs8.
In the preliminary study used for method optimization, as well as the main 
research project, THP is the molecule of interest. THP is the doubly-reduced form of 
pyran, a heterocyclic six-membered ring with oxygen as the single endocyclic 
substituent. Although free radical substitution mechanisms with THP itself is the focus of 
the main research project, the method and basis set optimization was performed on a 
series of structural derivatives of THP.
2.2 The Anomeric Effect
THP was chosen as the molecule of interest because it contains the canonical 
glucose ring system and effectively models the anomeric effect for a small number of 
atoms (A < 20).9,10 The anomeric effect is the enhanced structural stability of the axial 
conformer of a chair structure over its equatorial conformer for a given electronegative 
substituent.9 This phenomenon is typically observed in carbohydrates, where the 
canonical glucose ring is prevalent in many structures.11 The exact cause of the anomeric 
effect is unknown, but the phenomenon is widely attributed to electronic effects since 
steric effects stress the equilibrium towards the equatorial conformer.
16
XY
Figure 2.2: Auomeric Moiety: X can represent an O atom, N atom, or S atom. Y represents the 
electron-withdrawing substituent.
There are two models that attempt to explain the physical basis behind the 
anomeric effect. The first model defines the anomeric effect in terms of electrostatic 
interactions alone. The electrostatic model states that the equatorial conformation is less 
stable in anomeric systems due to energetically unfavorable dipole-dipole interactions 
between the endocyclic oxygen and the electronegative substituent.1“ In the axial 
conformation, the dipoles of the C-0 bond and the C-Y bond (where Y is the 
electronegative functional group) are not aligned,13 resulting in a net total dipole moment 
of lesser magnitude and a lower energy than the equatorial conformer. Although the 
electrostatic model is consistent for many anomeric molecules, the downfall of the model 
is that it cannot accurately predict solvation effects and the effect of solvent polarity on 
axial vs. equatorial stability.14
In addition to the inability of the electrostatic model to account for solvation 
effects, the electrostatic model also does not fare well when attempting to justify changes 
in bond lengths, bond angles, and other secondary effects. The second main model, which 
expands on the electrostatic model, is the molecular orbital model. The molecular orbital 
model states that the transfer of electron density from the delocalized lone pair of 
electrons on the endocyclic oxygen is key to predicting the conformation. More 
specifically, the transfer of electron density from the non-bonded orbital on the oxygen
17
atom to the C-0 antibonding orbital (n -  a *) is thought to play a crucial role, and is 
called hyperconjugation.13'13 However, recent computational studies show that the 
hyperconjugation model cannot single-handedly describe the anomeric effect. The 
anomeric effect must be described by a combination of the two aforementioned models.
2.3 Computational Procedure
Calculations at various levels of theory were performed on trial molecules similar 
to the molecules of interest. The trial molecules were chosen such that the necessary 
energy calculations would be computationally inexpensive. The general calculation 
scheme for locating global energetic minima and calculating thermodynamic parameters 
proceeds as follows:
1. Build the molecule and identify the structural component of the molecule that has 
the largest impact on its energy. For the series of substituted THPs, the rotation of 
the electronegative functional group (Y) about the THP ring is a major energetic 
contributor (if Y is polyatomic).
2. Perform a relaxed dihedral scan (the dihedral of interest is Y-C-O, where Y is 
polyatomic), rotating the polyatomic substituent and optimizing the molecular 
geometry every 10 degrees for a total of 36 single-point energy calculations.
3. Use the 36 data points to assemble a potential energy surface (PES) describing the 
rotation (a one-dimensional PES plotting the energy as a function of dihedral 
angle).
4. Locate the dihedral angle representing the global minimum of the PES and 
perform a tandem optimization-frequency calculation in order to obtain the exact
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structure corresponding to the global minimum. Once the geometry optimization 
is complete, the frequency calculation computes relevant thermochemical data 
pertaining to the optimized geometry. Relevant thermochemical data includes 
dipole moments (/u), zero-point energies (ZPE), thermal energies, standard 
entropies (5°), internal energies (AE), and free energies (AG).
5. Calculate difference in energies between axial and equatorial conformers.
For the first series of trial molecules, HF, post-HF (Mpller-Plesset second order 
perturbation theory, or MP2), and DFT methods were compared using 6-31G+(d,p), 6- 
31G++(d,p), 6-31 lG+(d,p), 6-31 lG++(d,p), aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets17' 
19. The Gaussian-type basis sets listed were selected based on the inclusion of first and 
second row main group elements in the system of interest. The Dunning correlation- 
consistent basis sets were chosen based on computational studies performed on similar 
systems found in the literature, also because they offer an alternative to using simple 
Gaussian-type basis sets. Diffuse functions were added to both types of basis sets to 
allow the orbitals of adjacent lone pairs of electrons to expand to a larger volume, which 
more accurately reflects realistic behavior. Also, d and p polarization functions were 
included to account for the distortion in the electron cloud of an atom as a result of 
bonding. The specific functional chosen for the DFT calculations was the B3LYP hybrid 
functional,20 which partially incorporates HF exchange. The B3LYP functional is widely 
used for finding stable ground state molecular geometries, but improperly handles 
dispersion forces. For this reason, an empirical dispersion correction formulated by 
Grimme, Becke, and Johnson was applied to all calculations.21
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CH,
(a) Axial methylcydokexane (la) 
ch3
(c) Axial 2-methyl-tetraliydro-2//-pyran (2a)
OH
(e) Axial cyclohexaiiol (3a)
CH-,
(b) Equatorial methylcyclohexane (le)
(d) Equatorial 2 -metliy 1-tetrahydro-2tf -pyraii (2e)
(f) Equatorial cyclohexanol (3e)
(h) Equatorial 2-hydioxyl-tetrahydro-2i/-pyran (4e)
(g) Axial 2-hydroxyl-tetrahydro-2fl-pyran (4a)
Figure 2.3: Axial and Equtorial Conformers of Trial Molecules
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2.4 Preliminary Results
Molecule la Molecule le
HF Energy Correction Energy Collection - A  E C'F —AG
6-3 lGF(d.p) -273.263 103.697 -273.267 103.430 2.338 0.267 2.605
6-3 IG-H-(d.p) -273.263 100.074 -273.267 99.816 2.342 0.258 2.599
6-311G+(d.p) -273.306 99.782 -273.310 99.525 2.341 0.258 2.598
6-311 G++(d.p) -273.306 100.670 -273.310 100.405 2.320 0.265 2.585
aug-cc-pYDZ -273.356 99.791 -273.361 99.841 2.521 0.170 2.691
aug-cc-pVTZ -273.358 99.858 -273.364 99.785 3.765 0.172 3.937
B3LYP 1 Energy Correction Energy Correction - A  E CF -A G °
6-3 lG+(d.p) -275.218 100.135 _275 221 99.702 2.263 0.433 2.696
6-31G++(d.p) -275.218 99.639 -275.221 99.212 2.260 0.427 2.687
6-31 lG+(d.p) -275.267 99.445 -275.271 99.014 2.179 0.431 2.610
6-3UG++(d.p) -275.267 99.324 -275.271 98.889 2.167 0.435 2.603
aus-cc-pVDZ -275.315 99.490 -275.321 98.998 2.476 0.369 2.855
aug-cc-pVTZ -275.318 99.466 -275.322 99.002 2.561 0.372 2.900
MP2 Energy Collection Energy Collection —A E CF —AG°
6-3 lG+(d.p) -274.281 100.036 -274.284 99.809 1.978 0.227 2.204
6-3 lG++(d.p) -274.283 99.361 -274.284 99.809 1.906 0.246 2.152
6-31 lG+(d.p) -274.368 99.384 -274.371 99.091 1.697 0.293 1.990
6-311 G-H-(d.p) -274.369 99.539 -274.371 99.210 1.614 0.329 1.943
aug-cc-pYDZ -274.417 100.039 -274.420 99.997 1.873 0.275 2.050
aug-cc-pVTZ -274.419 99.845 -274.421 100.011 1.255 0.275 1.525
Table 2.1: Calculated Energies (Hartrees. a.u ). Thermodynamic Corrections (kcal/mol), Conforma­
tional Energies (Eax -  Eeq)(-AE,  kcal/mol). Correction Factors (CF, kcal/mol) and Conformational 
Free Energies (-A G 0, kcal/mol) of the chair conformers of Methylcyclohexane (la  and le)
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Molecule 2a Molecule 2e
HF Energy Conection Energy Conection - A E
6-3 lG+(d.p) -309.076 89.310 -309.081 89.066 3.418
6-31G++(d.p) -309.076 86.108 -309.082 85.878 3.448
6-31 lGT(d.p) -309.133 85.865 -309.138 85.631 3.445
6-31 lCrH"(d,p) -309.133 86.644 -309.138 86.410 3.443
aug-cc-pVDZ -309.180 86.164 -309.183 85.963 1.688
aug-cc-pVTZ -309.181 85.872 -309.184 86.123 1.584
B3LYP Energy Conection Energy C onection —AE
6-31G+(d.p) -311.111 85.733 -311.117 85.474 3.347
6-31 G++(d,p) -311.112 85.293 -311.117 85.038 3.343
6-31 lG+(d,p) -311.174 85.092 -311.180 84.838 3.245
6-31 lG++(d.p) -311.175 84.981 -311.180 84.724 3.250
aug-cc-pVDZ -311.225 85.107 -311.229 84.955 2.510
aug-cc-pVTZ -311.228 85.090 -311.231 85.076 2.666
MP2 Energy Conection Energy Conection —AE
6-3 lG+(d.p) -310.125 85.719 -310.129 85.467 3.116
6-31 G+-f(d.p) -310.126 85.110 -310.131 84.876 3.131
6-311G+(d.p) -310.233 85.273 -310.237 85.005 3.032
6-31 lG++(d.p) -310.233 85.401 -310.238 85.128 2.986
aug-cc-pVDZ -310.290 85.467 -310.292 84.966 1.902
aug-cc-pVTZ -310.292 85.331 -310.297 84.720 3.134
CF
0.244
0.230
0.234
0.234
0.170
0.173
- A  G° 
3.663
3.679
3.679
3.677 
1.858 
1.740 
- A  G° 
3.605 
3.598 
3.499 
3.507
2.678 
2.830 
- A  G° 
3.369 
3.365 
3.299 
3.259 
2.072 
3.011
CF
0.258
0.255
0.254
0.257
0.168
0.168
CF
0.253
0.234
0.267
0.273
0.174
0.175
Fable 2.2: Calculated Energies (Hartrees. a.u.). Thermodynamic Conections (kcal mol). Confomia- 
tional Energies (Ens -  Eeq)(-AE,  kcal mol). Conection Factors (CF. kcal mol) and Confomiatioual 
Free Energies j -A 6 'c. kcal mol» of the chair conformers of 2-Methyltetrahydro-2//-pyran (2a and 
2e)
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Molecule 3a Molecule 3e
HF ' Energy Correction Energy Correction - A  E CF — A G
6-3 lG+(d.p) -309.089 89.540 -309.090 89.392 0.677 0.147 0.825
6-31 G++(d.p) -309.089 86.338 -309.090 86.192 0.633 0.146 0.779
6-31 lG+(d.p) -309.146 86.163 -309.147 86.021 0.646 0.141 0.787
6-3 llG++(d.p) -309.147 86.946 -309.148 86.793 0.620 0.153 0.773
aua-cc-pVDZ -309.200 88.423 -309.201 87.930 0.651 0.113 0.764
aug-cc-pVTZ -309.202 86.974 -309.203 86.259 0.645 0.117 0.762
B3LYP Energy Correction Energy Correction - A  E CF — A G ’°
6-31G+(d.p) -311.123 85.899 -311.124 85.785 0.880 0.114 0.994
6-31 GrH-(d.p) -311.123 85.474 -311.125 85.351 0.847 0.124 0.971
6-31 lG+(d.p) -311.187 85.382 -311.189 85.255 0.788 0.128 0.916
6-311 G-H-(d.p) -311.188 84.274 -311.189 85.136 0.754 0.138 0.893
aua-cc-pYDZ -311.230 85.610 -311.231 85.063 0.905 0.110 1.015
aug-cc-pVTZ -311.232 84.565 -311.235 85.367 0.918 0.112 1.020
MP2 Energy Collection Energy Collection - A  E CF - A  G°
6-3 lGH-(d.p) -309.087 85.750 -309.088 85.619 0.695 0.130 0.826
6-31G++(d.p) -309.087 85.155 -309.088 85.009 0.652 0.146 0.798
6-31 lG+(d.p) -309.144 85.476 -309.146 85.321 0,657 0.155 0.813
6-311 G-H-(d.p) -309.145 85.584 -309.146 85.417 0.631 0.167 0.798
aua-cc-pVDZ -309.197 85.162 -309.199 85.108 1.002 0.120 1.122
aug-cc-pVTZ -309.198 84.991 -309.200 85.075 0.994 0.125 1.119
Table 2.3: Calculated Energies (Hartrees, a.u.), Thermodynamic Collections (kcal mol). Conforma­
tional Energies (Eax -  Erq)(-AE.  kcal/mol), Collection Factors (CF. kcal mol) and Conformational 
Free Energies (-A G °. kcal/mol) of the chair confonners of Cyclohexanol (3a and 3e)
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Molecule 4a Molecule 4e
HF Energy Correction Energy Collection -A E C'F -AG°
6-31G+(d.p) -344.911 75.543 -344.910 75.142 -0.799 0.401 -0.398
6-31G++(d,p) -344.912 72.761 -344.911 72.369 -0.803 0.392 -0.412
6-311G+(d.p) -344.983 72.600 -344.982 7? ?20 -0.705 0.380 -0.324
6-311 G++(d.p) -344.983 73.288 -344.982 72.897 -0.713 0.391 -0.322
aug-cc-pVDZ -345.049 73.260 -345.044 70.816 -3.138 0.312 -2.830
ang-cc-pYTZ -345.052 73.257 -345.048 70.815 -2.510 0.315 -2.195
B3LYP Energy Correction Energy Collection -A E CF -AG°
6-31G+(d.p) -347.026 71.923 -347.024 71.430 -1.402 0.493 -0.909
6-31G++(d.p) -347.026 71.553 -347.024 71.055 -1.398 0.498 -0.900
6-31 lG+(d.p) -347.104 71.415 -347.101 70.964 -1.387 0.452 -0.935
6-311G++(d.p) -347.104 71.329 -347.102 70.865 -1.396 0.464 -0.931
aug-cc-pVDZ -347.157 71.485 -347.154 71.118 -1.883 0.368 -1.515
aug-cc-pVTZ -347.160 72.119 -347.159 71.119 -0.746 0.370 -0.377
MP2 Energy Correction Energy Collection -A E CF -A G C
6-31G+(d.p) -344.909 71.783 -344.906 71.221 -1.491 0.562 -0.930
6-31 G++(d.p) -344.909 71.298 -344.907 70.717 -1.467 0.581 -0.886
6-311G+(d.p) -344.980 71.696 -344.978 71.199 -1.426 0.497 -0.929
6-311G++(d.p) -344.980 71.824 -344.978 71.297 -1.428 0.527 -0.900
aug-cc-pVDZ -345.045 71.255 -345.040 71.295 -3.138 0.443 -2.695
aug-cc-pVTZ -345.047 71.250 -345.042 71.294 -3.138 0.445 -2.693
Table 2.4: Calculated Energies (Hartrees. a.u.), Thennodynamic Collections (kcal/mol), Conforma­
tional Energies ( Eax -  Eeq)(-AE . kcal/mol). Correction Factors (CF. kcal mol) and Confonnational 
Free Energies ( -A  G°, kcal/mol) of the chair coufonners of 2 -Hydroxyltetrahydro- 2 / / -pyran (4a and 
4e)
The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory displayed the greatest computational 
efficiency, at approximately 9-12 hours per geometry optimization. The corresponding 
HF and MP2 methods took anywhere from approximately 12-24 hours to complete each 
geometry optimization. More specifically, B3LYP has similar time scaling to HF and 
much better scaling than MP2. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is the most sophisticated basis 
set used from the aforementioned collection of basis sets. From this point onward in this 
thesis, all calculations are performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory unless 
otherwise stated.
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2.5 Solvent Effects on Conformational Energies of Various Substituted THPs
The preliminary calculations demonstrated in the previous section were 
performed in vacuum in order to focus on finding the optimal method and basis set 
combination for the general system at hand without having to take stabilizing and 
destabilizing effects of different solvents into account. Since it is clear that the 
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory provides the best results in a comparable amount of 
time to the other method and basis set combinations used, the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 
scheme will be used to study the effects of an implicit solvent model on substituted THPs 
with functional groups of varying electronegativity.
Abbreviated Name X Y
THP-F O F
THP-C1 0 Cl
THP-Me o c h 3
THP-OH o OH
THP-OF o OF
THP-OC1 o OC1
THP-Amn o n h 2
Table 2.5: Abbreviated Names of Structures According to the Anomeric Moiety Introduced in F igure
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Solvent €
None/Vacuum 0
Cyclohexane 2.02
Diethyl Ether 4.33
Acetone 20.7
Water 80.1
Table 2.6: Solvents used in this study and their corresponding dielectric constants (e).
The solvation system employs the use of the conductor-like polarizable 
continnuum model (CPCM).22,23 CPCM treats solvents implicitly, rather than explicitly. 
In an implicit solvation system like CPCM, the solute is placed in a uniform solvent 
cavity of dielectric e. Each atom of the solute feels a mean field effect due to the solvent 
model's uniform electric field, the strength of which is dependent on the magnitude of e. 
Implicit solvent models save computational time since there are no actual solvent 
molecules coordinating to the solute, but fail to precisely model solvent effects that arise 
as a result of solute-solvent molecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding. However, 
the solvation of THP by various solvents is not well-defined geometrically at the 
molecular level; there is no set coordination geometry for THP and other molecules 
similar to it, such as glucose. Calculations in the chemical literature have shown that the 
solvation of glucose can be accurately described by an implicit solvent model when 
compared to experimental NMR data. Systems such as transition metal complexes have 
well-defined molecular geometries, and therefore, better lend themselves to explicit 
models since the solvent molecules are known to coordinate to the metal ion in a 
particular fashion, depending on the choice of metal-ligand system.
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The relative energy of the axial and equatorial conformers of each substituted 
THP structure was plotted as a function of dihedral angle about the six-membered ring. 
The relative energies in each case were obtained by subtracting the global minimum of 
the most stable conformer (axial for anomeric systems, equatorial for non-anomeric 
systems) from each of the data points.
Figure 2.4: Relative Energies of Ax. and Eq. THP-Me (kcal) vs. HCCO Dihedral Angle (deg)
Figure 2.4 represents what is expected from a conventional, non-anomeric 
chemical system. The CH3 functional group is not electron-withdrawing and is not 
capable of hydrogen bonding to the endocyclic oxygen atom. Therefore, the local 
energetic minima occurring at approximately 60, 180, and 300 degrees are due to steric 
factors alone, since the minima are produced at the dihedral angles expected from a 
staggered projection. It can also be seen that changing the dielectric constant of the 
implicit solvent has very little effect on the relative energy, meaning that the energy 
profile obtained is predominantly due to steric contributions, rather than electronic
contributions.
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(a) Axial THP-Aimi (b) Equatorial THP-Amii
Figure 2.5: Relative Energies of Ax. and Eq. THP-Amn (kcal) vs. HNC'O Dihedral .Angle (deg)
Figure 2.5 displays the energy profile resulting from the rotation of the NH2 
functional group about the THP ring. Unlike the CH3 functional group, the NH2 
functional group is capable of hydrogen bonding to the endocyclic oxygen atom. At the 
global minimum of the energy profile (dihedral angle of 60 degrees), the internuclear 
distance between the endocyclic oxygen atom and both amine hydrogen atoms is 
approximately 2.57 A. That is, the global energetic minimum occurs when both amine 
hydrogen atoms are equidistant from the endocyclic oxygen atom. Since hydrogen
o
bonding is capable up to internuclear distances of approximately 2.7 A, it can be 
concluded that intramolecular hydrogen bonding is a stabilizing effect in THP-Amn. 
Although THP-Amn is capable of hydrogen bonding through the electronegative nitrogen 
atom in the amine group, the amine group is not electron-withdrawing enough to push the 
equilibrium towards the axial conformer. THP-Amn is a non-anomeric system in this 
case since the equatorial conformer is more stable.
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(a) Axial THP-OH (4a) (b) Equatorial THP-OH (4e)
Figure 2.6: Relative Energies of Ax. ancl Eq. THP-OH (kcal) vs. HOCO Diliedral Angle (deg)
Figure 2.5 portrays an example of an anomeric system, since the equilibrium is 
stressed towards the axial conformer of THP-OH. The global energetic minimum occurs 
once again at a dihedral angle of approximately 60 degrees, with a local minimum at 
about 300 degrees for both conformers. The internuclear distance between the hydroxyl 
hydrogen atom and the endocyclic oxygen atom at the global minimum is 2.45 A, so 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding is definitely present in THP-OH. The hydroxyl group is 
sufficiently electron-withdrawing to cause a shift in stability from the equatorial to the 
axial conformer. However, as the dielectric constant of the solvent is increased, the 
anomeric effect in THP-OH diminishes. THP-OH prefers the equatorial conformation in 
acetone and water, which is consistent with prior experimental evidence.11'24
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Figure 2.7: Relative Energies of Ax. and Eq. THP-OF (kcal) vs. FOCO Dihedral .Angle (deg)
(a) Axial THP-OC1 (b) Equatorial THP-OC1
Figure 2.8: Relative Energies of Ax. and Eq. THP-OC1 (kcal) vs. CIOC O Dihedral Angle (deg)
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 represent the anomeric effect in THP-OF and THP-OC1, 
respectively. Key minima occur at +60 degrees from the initial geometry. At these 
dihedral angles, the fluorine and chlorine atoms are furthest from the endocyclic oxygen 
atom. Minimization of the electron density around the endocyclic oxygen is prioritized
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with longer non-bonded distances of 2.76 A and 3.03 A in THP-OF and THP-OC1, 
respectively.
Figure 2.9: Conformational Energy (kcal) Plotted as a Function ot Implicit Solvent Dielectric (e)
Figure 2.9 summarizes the anomeric effect in each of the substituted THPs. 
Electron-withdrawing substituents are seen to promote the anomeric effect, while 
substituents which are not electron-withdrawing do not exhibit the anomeric effect. In 
substituted THPs which exhibit the anomeric effect, increasing the implicit solvent 
dielectric constant destabilizes the anomeric effect by increasing the conformational 
energy (equatorial conformer becomes increasingly favored).
It can be observed from figure 2.8 that the conformational energy changes 
noticeably from e = 0 to e = 20, but is asymptotic from e = 20toe  = 80. This is an
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artifact of the implicit solvent model, and it showcases an inherent weakness. Since 
intermolecular solute-solvent interactions are not accounted for in an implicit solvation 
model, there is no reason to expect a non-linear trend from e = 20toe  = 80. This is a 
weakness because if the solvents were modeled explicitly, further stabilization would be 
observed in water and acetone (depending on the substituent functional group) due to 
hydrogen bonding.
The fact that —  is greatest for low values of e is apparent in figures 2.5-2.9. As e
de °
increases, the changes in relative energy become less significant between solvents. The 
solute, regardless of functional group, is always most stable in water (except in the case 
of THP-Me) due to the polar structures of the substituted THPs. Although the axial and 
equatorial conformers of each structure are most stable in water compared to the other 
solvents, the equilibrium of the anomeric systems is pushed towards the equatorial 
conformer due to the high polarity of water, since it is known that polar solvents 
destabilize the anomeric effect.
Chapter 3: Hydrogen Abstraction from Tetrahydropyran by Atomic Bromine
3.1 Background
THP is a commonly used solvent in manufacturing, along with other cyclic ethers. 
Ethers are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that can be vaporized with little effort. As 
a result, it has been found that the concentration of VOCs in the Earth's atmosphere is 
steadily increasing over time.25 The increase in concentration of VOCs found in the 
atmosphere can be primarily attributed to anthropogenic sources such as industrial waste 
emission.
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The reactions between volatile ethers and various free radicals have been studied 
by environmental chemists for years.26,27 However, much less is known about the 
reactions of cyclic ethers with free radicals that are present in the Earth's atmosphere. 
Cyclic ethers have been observed to form reactive free radicals when introduced to high 
concentrations of atomic halogens produced via photolysis of their parent diatomic 
molecules and organohalogen compounds.3'5 The reactivity of atomic halogens decreases 
as the size and the electron withdrawing capability of the atom decrease, so in order of 
increasing reactivity, I < Br < Cl < F. Free radical reactions of iodine are rare since the 
halogenation is very slow, and the reactions of fluorine occur extremely rapidly due to 
fluorine's small size and low mass. In the laboratory, only chlorination and bromination 
are useful and can be manipulated to produce selective products in synthesis. This work 
focuses on the reaction between THP and atomic bromine. Concentrations of atomic 
bromine are relatively large in the marine boundary layer and the Arctic, where both
9 28natural and anthropogenic sources of bromine are significant. ’
3.2 Experimental Kinetics Studies from the Fiterature
A series of experimental studies performed by Roscoe et al.3,4,29 aimed to shed 
more light on the reactions between atomic bromine (as well as chlorine) and various 
ethers (cyclic and non-cyclic). Specifically, the reactions studied by Roscoe et al. are 
pertinent to the chemistry of the Earth’s atmosphere. It was determined through a series 
of kinetics experiments that the reaction between ethers and halogenic free radicals 
results in hydrogen abstraction from the ether, at the carbon atom adjacent to the ether 
oxygen due to the activation of the C-H bond by oxygen. VOCs studied experimentally 
by the research group include THP, tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene, 1,4-dioxane,
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dimethyl ether, and diethyl ether. A uniform experimental protocol was used to analyze
 ^ 4 99
the kinetics of the reaction between the aforementioned VOCs and atomic bromine."
The kinetics experiment will be summarized here.
The reaction between the VOC and atomic bromine was carried out in a Pyrex 
chamber illuminated by several florescent lamps with efficient working ranges of 400- 
650 nm. The Pyrex chamber was first purged with inert gas before addition of the VOC 
and Br2 in order to eliminate oxygen. Oxygen has been shown in prior experiments to 
scavenge free radicals and has a noticeable effect on reaction rates. Prior to the addition 
of the gaseous reactants to the Pyrex reaction vessel, the VOC and Br2 were separately 
distilled to produce set amounts of the resulting gases. The set amounts of VOC and Br2 
were then combined in the Pyrex chamber.
The photolysis of Br2 occurs at -450 nm, a wavelength at which the 
photodecomposition of the VOC is negligible. Therefore, the only photolysis reaction 
occurring in the reaction chamber is the homolysis of Br2 to form atomic bromine. As 
atomic bromine is produced, the concentration of the VOC decreases as it is used up in 
the reaction. The concentration of the VOC over time is measured by a gas 
chromatograph fitted with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID).
The peak areas obtained from GC-FID were used to calculate the concentration of 
VOC as a function of time. The atomic bromine was present in large excess compared to 
the VOC for two reasons. First, much more Br2 was added to the reaction chamber than 
the VOC; second, each molecule of Br2 undergoes homolysis to produce two bromine 
radicals, each of which can react with one molecule of VOC. As a result of atomic
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bromine being present in large excess with negligible changes in concentration compared 
to the VOC, pseudo first-order kinetics can be applied to calculate a second-order rate 
constant which is dependent on the concentration of VOC and the reaction temperature. 
The products of the reaction were monitored using FT-IR spectroscopy, and it was noted 
that large amounts of HBr were formed. Since there are no sources of hydrogen other 
than the VOC, it was concluded that the atomic bromine abstracts hydrogen from the 
VOC during the reaction.
3.3 Comparison of THP and 1,4-dioxane
- Eg
Selected pre-exponential factors (A in = Ae rt ) calculated from the kinetics 
experiments are compiled in table 3.1.
VOC A  (cm3 molecule 1 s *)
THP (3.6 ± 1.8) x l i r 10
THF (3.7 ± 2.7) x 1()-10
1,4-dioxane (1.4 ±  TO) x l t r 11
Table 3.1. Selected pre-exponential Arrhenius parameters as reported in Roscoe et al. 3
As displayed in table 3.1, Adioxane is more than 25 times lower than ATHP and 
Ath f . Hydrogen abstraction is believed to occur in the selected compounds due to the 
electron-withdrawing and activating capability of the endocyclic oxygen atom. In the 
case of 1,4-dioxane, there are two endocyclic oxygen atoms directly across from one 
another in the six-membered ring, so any C-H bond in 1,4-dioxane is a possible site of 
hydrogen abstraction due to the chemical equivalence of the carbon atoms. At first 
glance, it would be expected that 1,4-dioxane would react more quickly with atomic
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bromine since it is possible for any C-H bond in the molecule to become activated, thus 
increasing the entropy of activation. However, it has been reported that the enthalpy of 
activation of 1,4-dioxane at 298 K is significantly higher than the enthalpies of activation 
of THP and THF at 298 K. In order to justify the experimental data, the researchers 
performed a computational analysis of the energetics of hydrogen abstraction from 1,4- 
dioxane.
Figure 3.1: Structure of 174-dioxane
Through computationally probing the energetics of suspected reaction pathways, 
two viable reaction mechanisms were found for 1,4-dioxane. The two pathways 
correspond to the chair and boat conformers of 1,4-dioxane. It was found that the overall 
reaction is endothermic and is most likely facilitated by a dioxane-Br adduct, in which 
the bromine atom coordinates to a hydrogen atom bonded to an cr-carbon (ocC) with 
respect to the endocyclic oxygen atom. To summarize the findings of Roscoe et al., the 
hydrogen atom is transferred from the ocC to the attacking bromine radical through a 
transition state, which results in the formation of a pre-dissociative complex between the 
dioxanyl radical and HBr before the HBr is eliminated.
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Using the information reported from this previously published series of 
experiments and calculations, it is justifiable to predict that THP may react with atomic 
bromine through similar channels as 1,4-dioxane. However, it has been experimentally 
observed that the reaction between THP and atomic bromine occurs at a much faster rate. 
Therefore, in addition to examining the two "dioxane-like" pathways for THP, I describe 
a third viable pathway that is energetically more favorable in the following section of the
thesis.
3.4 Computational Study of THP + Br Reaction
As aforementioned in section 2.4 of the thesis, all relevant geometry 
optimizations and thermochemical calculations were performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc- 
pVTZ level of theory and were corrected for dispersion. Figure 3.2 displays all of the 
optimized intermediate and transition state molecular geometries. Initial reactants and 
products are not shown due to their structural simplicity. The two initial reactants are 
THP in the chair conformation and atomic bromine, and the products are the 
tetrahydropyranyl radical (*THP) and HBr.
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Figure 3.2: Optimized intermediate and transition state structures for the investigate! mechanisms 
at 29* K. All geometries were optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc~pVTZ level o f  theory.
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Pathways #1 and #2 (Dioxane-like)
Figure 3.3: Dio vane-like pathways far hydrogen abstraction from tetrahydropyran by atomic 
bromine at 298 K..
Figure 3.3 displays the two dioxane-like pathways for the abstraction of hydrogen 
from the chair conformer of THP. The two mechanisms are identical, aside from the 
initial ring inversion from the chair to the boat conformer of THP in pathway 1. For this 
reason, only pathway 2 will be discussed (pathway 1 is denoted on figure 3.3 by the red 
dotted line).
The overall process by which hydrogen is abstracted from THP by atomic 
bromine proceeds through an endothermic addition-elimination mechanism, similar to 
1,4-dioxane. During the first step of pathway 2, atomic bromine coordinates through a 
barrier-less axial approach towards the endocyclic oxygen in THP. As the bromine atom 
approaches THP axially, it reaches some equilibrium distance from the oxygen atom at 
which the complex is at an energetic minimum. At this point, THP begins to invert to its 
boat conformation while still coordinating to the bromine atom through structure TS 2a. 
As the endocyclic oxygen is inverted to form the boat conformer, the bromine adjusts to
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coordinate to THP equatorially. The bromine atom begins to abstract an a-hydrogen (aH) 
from THP through transition structure TS 2b. Before the resulting HBr is eliminated from 
the mechanism, the -THP radical forms a stable pre-dissociative complex with HBr. This 
pre-dissociative complex is formed because the electron-deficient hydrogen atom that is 
being abstracted by bromine is capable of hydrogen bonding to the non-bonded electrons 
belonging to the endocyclic oxygen. In the final step of pathway 2, HBr is eliminated, 
leaving the tetrahydropyranyl radical.
jSw
Jai
a
Rxn coordinate
Fiaare 3.4: A proposed alternative pathway for hydrogen abstraction from THP by atomic bromine 
at 29* K..
Figure 3.4 displays an additional pathway in which the atomic bromine makes an 
equatorial approach towards THP, as opposed to the axial approach resulting in the 
energy level diagram portrayed in figure 3.3. Much like the first step in pathway 2, the 
first step in pathway 3 is the barrier-less coordination of atomic bromine to THP. The 
atomic bromine abstracts the aH through transition structure TS 3a, resulting in the pre- 
dissociative complex between the -THP radical and HBr. However, in pathway 3, the
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HBr is coordinating to the tetrahydropyranyl radical in an equatorial manner. As was the 
case for pathway 2, the abstracted aH is electron-deficient due to the higher 
electronegativity of the bromine atom, and facilitates the stable coordination through 
hydrogen bonding to the oxygen atom's non-bonded electrons. The energetics of 
pathways 2 and 3 will be discussed in the following section of the thesis.
3.5 Discussion of Reaction Energetics
It is clear from a qualitative assessment of the three pathways discussed in the 
previous section that the formation of the tetrahydropyranyl radical via hydrogen 
abstraction occurs via an endothermic addition-elimination mechanism. Pathway 2 
requires the highest activation energy (AG*) at AG* = 9.64 kcal/mol. Only pathways 2 
and 3 will be discussed in depth. However, understanding that the ring inversion in 
pathway 1 is the rate-limiting step due to its comparatively high activation energy 
(AG* = 9.01 kcal/mol) is key to explaining the energetics of pathway 2. In 1,4-dioxane, 
the pathway corresponding to pathway 1 for THP + Br has an activation energy of 
AG*dioxane(X) = 10-88 kcal/mol. Since the free energy of activation for this mechanism is 
lower for THP than it is for 1,4-dioxane, an enhanced reaction rate should be expected, 
and has been observed experimentally.
The chair-to-boat flip with the coordinated bromine atom has an activation energy 
of AG* = 9.64 kcal/mol. AAG*_X = 0.62 kcal/mol, so the chair-to-boat transition state 
without the coordinating bromine atom is more stable by approximately 0.62 kcal/mol. 
The activation energy of pathway 2 is greater than that of pathway 1 because the 
cTHP-Br complex formed in the initial step of pathway 2 is more stable than the
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uncoordinated reactants, and therefore needs more energy to reach the reactive transition 
state. Since each reaction pathway begins with the same reactants (cTHP and atomic 
bromine) and ends with the same products (*THP and HBr), AGrxn = 5.68 kcal/mol for 
all three pathways. It is important to note that computational methods have inherent 
errors, so it is difficult to draw quantitative conclusions from small values of A G (as well 
as AAG), especially at lower levels of theory.
fBr-o(A) roH-o(A) rail-c(A) r<iH-Br(A) Vim (cm-1)
cTHP-Br (Ax.) 2.591 - - - -
cTHP-Br (Eq.) 2.569 - - - -
bTHP-Br 2.570 - - - -
[THP-HJ-HBr (Ax ) - 1.779 2.647 1.456 -
[THP-HJ-HBr (Eq.) - 1.785 2.707 1.453 -
TS 2a 2.592 - - - -210.518
TS 2b - 2.449 2.247 1 437 -153.225
TS 3a - 2.215 2.400 1.433 -251.462
Table 3.2: Selected bond lengths and non-bonded distances for intermediate geometries, and imagi­
nary frequencies for transition states. Geometric parameters without data entries are irrelevant to the 
corresponding structure
After the rate-limiting step in pathway 2, the bTHP-Br complex proceeds through 
transition state TS 2b with a threshold energy of 2.88 kcal/mol. In TS 2b, the aH is in the 
process of being abstracted by Br, but is not covalently bound to Br yet. As the covalent 
bond between aH and Br is formed, the pre-dissociative complex is formed with *THP, 
which is stabilized by hydrogen bonding to the oxygen atom. From TS 2b to 
[THP-H]-HBr (Ax.), the non-bonded aH-C distance is increased from approximately
o o
2.25 A to 2.65 A. The non-bonded aH-0 distance is decreased from 2.45 A to 1.78 A.
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AG = -2.27 kcal/mol for the barrier-less coordination of HBr from TS 2b. For the final 
elimination of HBr, AG = 2.90 kcal/mol. The activation energy for this pathway 
corresponding to 1,4-dioxane is AG^ioxane^  = 11-26 kcal/mol, so this further verifies 
the enhanced rate of the THP + Br reaction compared to the 1,4-dioxane + Br reaction.
Pathway 3 skips the formation of the boat conformer of THP by proceeding from 
cTHP—Br (Eq.) complex directly to the pre-dissociative complex between *THP and HBr 
through transition state TS 3a. Pathway 3 has an activation energy of A6| = 8.15 
kcal/mol, which is approximately 0.86 kcal/mol lower than pathway 1 and 1.49 kcal/mol 
lower than pathway 2. Just as in pathway 2, the coordination of HBr to the resulting 
tetrahydropyranyl radical is a barrier-less process with AG = —2.29 kcal/mol, and is 
stabilized by hydrogen bonding to the endocyclic oxygen of *THP. AA63_2 = -0.02 
kcal/mol for the formation of the [THP-H]-HBr complex in favor of the complex in 
which HBr is equatorial to the tetrahydropyranyl radical (pathway 3). From TS 3a to 
[THP-H]—HBr (Eq.), the non-bonded aH-C distance is increased from approximately 
2.40 A to 2.71 A. The non-bonded aH-0 distance is decreased from 2.21 A to 1.78 A. 
[THP-H]-Br (Eq.) is 0.34 kcal/mol lower in free energy than [THP-H]-Br (Ax.). The 
final step in pathway 3 is the elimination of HBr, and it occurs with AG = 3.21 kcal/mol. 
AG for the elimination of HBr in pathway 3 is 0.31 kcal/mol higher than that of pathway 
2 due to the increased stability of the equatorial pre-dissociative complex.
3.6 Summary
The reaction profiles obtained from performing geometry optimizations and 
transition state calculations were verified with intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
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calculations. In each case, the proposed low-energy reactants and intermediates were 
connected through each of the proposed transition states. The B3LYP hybrid density 
functional was used to quickly optimize the structures and construct the free energy 
landscape, which took place via a trial-and-error search. However, B3LYP is not optimal 
for calculating thermodynamic parameters and reaction barrier heights, so single-point 
energy calculations must be performed for the obtained geometries at a higher level of 
theory (such as coupled cluster methods) before the reported energetics can be compared 
to experimental values. Also, the time it took to confirm the three viable pathways 
proposed did not leave time for a temperature-dependence study. All calculations in this 
thesis were conducted at T = 298 K. In order to make more detailed conclusions 
regarding the energetics of the reaction, the effect of temperature on the enthalpies and 
entropies of activation need to be investigated. This information is vital to calculating rate 
constants that can be directly compared to experimentally-determined values.
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Appendix: Self-made Interactive Python Program for G aussian  09 Data Retrieval
I
I. #Gaussian09 Data Retriever
2 .
3. #Prints critical data from .log output files created by Gaussian09
4.
5. #Written by Robert Booth, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
6 . #at Montclair State University (Dune 2015)
8 .
9 . #import file reading module and write introduction to program 
10. from itertools import islice 
11. printf..
12 . .................................................................................. - ....................................................................................................................................................... ...............................
13. | |
14. | Gaussian09 Data Retrieval Tool |
15. | I
16. | Created by Robert Booth |
17. ! 1
18. | Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry |
19. | |
¡20. | Montclair State University |
2i . ------------------ ----------------------------------- ---------
2 2 . ....
23. )
24.
¡25. #Have the user choose what type of data they are retrieving
26. »Variable "userchoice’' is set to None as a placeholder
27. #The core of the program is the while userchoice != 0 loop.
28.
29. userchoice = None
30. while userchoice != "0":
31.
32.
33. print("""
34. Choose data type:
135.36. 1. Frequency37. 2. Optimization
38. 3. Combined Optimization + Frequency
39.
40. 0. Exit Program
41.
42. )
43.
44. userchoice = inputf’Enter number corresponding to your choice: ")
45. if userchoice == "1":
46. filename = input("""
47. Enter file to extract data from (must include directory of file and .log
48. extension. Get this from using command+i on file in folder.\n):
49.  )
50. logfile = open(filename, "r")
(51.
49
. 52.
53. 
; 54. 
¡55  
56
I57
58
59
60 
61
;62
63
64
65
66 
167
68
¡69
70
[71
¡72
¡73
74
¡75
76
77
78
l79
80
81
82
183
184
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92 
193
94
95
96
97.
98.
99.
1100 
: 101
Î 102 
[103 
104
1105
1106 
¡107 
108
#reset loop variable to sequentially read off frequency data 
loop = 0
#begin outputting frequency data
if loop == 0:
for line in logfile:
if "Charge=" in line:
print("\n\n\tDIPOLE MOMENT\n") 
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 2))) 
loop +=1 
break
if loop == 1:
for line in logfile:
if "(3oules/Mol)" in line:
print("\tZERO-POINT VIBRATIONAL ENERGY\n") 
print('’.join(islice(logfile, 1))) 
loop +=1 
break
if loop == 2:
for line in logfile:
if "E (Thermal)" in line:
print("\tTHERMAL ENERGY, HEAT CAPACITY, AND ENTROPY\n") 
print(’'.join(islice(logfile, 2))) 
loop +=1
break
if loop == 3:
logfile.seek(0) »returns to top of .log file
backwardsFreq = reversed(list(logfile)) »since error messages can ap 
pear before the total energy readout, read the total energy from the line after 
("NFock" line always comes right after total energy readout 
for line in backwardsFreq: 
if "NFock" in line:
print("\tTOTAL ENERGY IN UNITS OF HARTREE\n") 
print(''.join(islice(backwardsFreq, 1))) 
loop += 1
break
if loop == 4:
print("\t32Analysis complete for", filename)
print("\n---------------------------------- ")
loop +=1
elif userchoice == "2":
filename = input("""
Enter file to extract data from (must include directory of file
and .log
extension. Get this from using command+i on file in folder.\n):
....)
logfile = open(filename, "r")
»reset loop variable to sequentially read off optimization data
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109,
110, 
111 
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120 
121 
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
loop = 0
#begin outputting optimization data 
if loop == 0:
for line in logfile:
if "Stationary point found." in line:
print("\n\n\tOPTIMIZED BOND LENGTHS, BOND ANGLES, AN
D DIHEDRAL ANGLES\n")
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 107))) 
loop += 1
break
if loop == 1:
for line in logfile:
if "Charge=" in line:
pr in t(" \ tD IP O L E  MOMENT OF OPTIMIZED MOLECULE\n") 
p r i n t ( ’’.join(islice(logfile, 2))) #since
the file reads in order, this dipole moment will correspond to the optimized geo 
metry since the above "if" block occurs after all unoptimized dipole moments
loop +=1 
break
if loop == 2:
logfile.seek(0) #return to the top of .log file 
backwardsOpt = reversed(list(logfile)) #create a variable w 
hich represents the .log file in which the lines read in reversed order. This is 
necessary since only the last E(RB3LYP) parameter corresponds to the optimized 
geometry
for line in backwardsOpt: 
if "NFock" in line:
print("\tTOTAL ENERGY OF OPTIMIZED MOLECULE IN UNITS
OF HARTREE\n")
print(''.join(islice(backwardsOpt, 1)))
loop +=1
break
if loop == 3:
print("\tAnalysis complete for", filename)
print("\n---------------------------------- ")
loop +=1
elif userchoice == "3": 
filename = input(..
Enter file to extract data from (must include directory of file
and .log
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
extension. Get this from using command+i on file in folder.\n):
....)
logfile = open(filename, "r")
#reset loop variable 
loop = 0
#begin reading off optimization data, followed by frequency data
if loop == 0:
for line in logfile:
if "Stationary point found." in line:
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p r i n t ("\n\n\tOPTIMIZED BOND LENGTHS, BOND ANGLES, AN160,
161. 
[ 162, 
163,
164
165
166
167
168 
1169
D DIHEDRAL ANGLES\n")
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 107))) 
loop += 1
break
¡170, 
¡171 
1172 
j173 
174 
1175 
176 
|177 
178 
(179 
180 
¡181 
182 
1183 
184
¡185
186
1187
1188
¡189
190
(191
. 192, 
193. 
1194
195
»196
1197
1198 
} 199
200 
1201 
¡202 
1203 
' 204  
| 205 
[206  
1207 
208 
¡209  
1210
if loop == 1:
for line in logfile:
if "Charge=" in line:
print("YtDIPOLE MOMENT OF OPTIMIZED MOLECULE\n") 
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 2))) #since
the file reads in order, this dipole moment will correspond to the optimized geo 
metry since the above "if" block occurs after all unoptimized dipole moments
loop +=1 
break
n")
if loop == 2:
for line in logfile:
if "(Houles/Mol)" in line:
print("\tZERO-POINT VIBRATIONAL ENERGY\n") 
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 1))) 
loop +=1 
break
if loop == 3:
for line in logfile:
if "E (Thermal)" in line:
print("YtTHERMAL ENERGY, HEAT CAPACITY, AND ENTROPY\
print(''.join(islice(logfile, 2))) 
loop +=1
break
if loop == 4:
logfile.seek(0) #return to the top of .log file 
backwardsOptFreq = reversed(list(logfile)) #create a variab 
le which represents the .log file in which the lines read in reversed order. Thi 
s is necessary since only the last E(RB3LYP) parameter corresponds to the optimi 
zed geometry
for line in backwardsOptFreq: 
if "NFock" in line:
print("\tTOTAL ENERGY OF OPTIMIZED MOLECULE IN UNITS
OF HARTREE\n")
print(''.join(islice(backwardsOptFreq, 1))) 
loop +=1
break
if loop == 5:
print("\tAnalysis complete for", filename)
print ("\n---------------------------------- ")
loop +=1
elif userchoice == "0": 
break
else:
print("""
Invalid entry. Be sure to only enter one of the numbers listed on the me 
nu.
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211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
)
input('..
\n\tPress enter to exit.
)
